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MMoonntthhllyy  IInnvveessttmmeenntt  RReeppoorrtt  ––  AAuugguusstt  22000088

  EQUITY MARKET REVIEW & OUTLOOK – AUGUST 2008

MMOONNTTHHLLYY  KKLLCCII  CCHHAARRTT  ––  AAUUGGUUSSTT  22000088
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KKEEYY  IINNDDIICCEESS  PPEERRFFOORRMMAANNCCEE

Index Performance

 31/12/07  29/08/08 M-O-M YTD

Malaysia

  - KL CI 1,445.03 1,100.50 -5.4% -23.84%

  - KL Construction 313.04 196.87 -6.0% -37.11%

  - KL Finance 10,905.30 8,871.66 -2.3% -18.65%

  - KL Plantation 8,089.30 5,779.54 -10.2% -28.55%

  - KL Property 1,035.66 664.80 -1.5% -35.81%

  - FBM Emas 9,810.83 7,344.27 -5.0% -25.14%

  - FBM Second Board 6,732.35 5,216.46 -3.2% -22.52%

Malaysia (KLCI) 1,445.03 1,100.50 -5.4% -23.84%

Singapore (ST Index) 3,482.30 2,739.95 -6.5% -21.32%

Hong Kong (HS Index) 27,812.65 21,261.89 -6.5% -23.55%

China (SSE) 5,261.56 2,397.37 -16.3% -54.44%

S. Korea (SC) 1,897.13 1,474.24 -7.6% -22.29%

Japan (Nikkie225) 15,307.78 13,072.87 -2.3% -14.60%

US (DJIA) 13,264.82 11,543.55 1.5% -12.98%
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EEQQUUIITTYY  MMAARRKKEETT  RREEVVIIEEWW

August continued to be on a downtrend for the KLCI. It has declined for the 4th month in a row, closing marginally
above the 1,100-point support level despite surging by 30-points during month end on a Merdeka rally and pre-Budget
2009 announcement. Overall, the average value traded on Bursa in August slumped to RM886m (RM968m in July) per
day on trading volume of averaged below 400m shares. The lacklustre market has even led to stockbrokers and remisiers
calling for shorter Bursa trading hours.

Crude oil prices continued its downward spiral, touching US$112/bbl, causing other commodities, including CPO to fall
as well. CPO dipped to RM2,400/ton. Reasons for the drop in crude oil varied, with the strengthening of US$ postulated
as the main excuse. CPO was also hit with defaults when buyers from China and India, the world’s biggest vegetable oil
importers, have cancelled or wanted to renegotiate around 800,000 tonnes of palm oil deals.

Consequently, the KLCI’s sharp decline was due to the index’s plantation-dominated components such as heavyweights
Sime Darby, IOI and KLK. This time around, foreign funds were seen exiting from positions other than plantation-
related stocks such as steel and oil & gas counters. The major results season during the month was also a big letdown and
exacerbated the bearish sentiments. Many results missed analyst estimates and positive earnings surprises were a rarity.
Top Glove even went public to revise downwards their FY8/08 earnings.

Corporate developments were mixed. The unfavourable events included a potential new bidder for the HSSB internet
broadband project which inadvertently delayed the award to TM; MMC’s land acquisition in Senai that was deemed
costly; IPPs started paying windfall levy; and the unresolved acquisition of BII by Maybank. Sanguine progress were
TNB and SEB have jointly tabled a bid to take over the Bakun hydroelectric dam and the undersea cable project; LCL
Corp clinching RM61m subcontracting project in Dubai; and SC’s relaxed guidelines for REITs management and
approval of 70% foreign shareholding in REITs (previously 49%).

The political power struggle also weighed down heavily on the market. It began with Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim being
charged in court for sodomy, followed by sweeping Permatang Pauh by-election and ended up being sworn into
parliament just before Budget 2009 was tabled. Prior to the Permatang Pauh be-election, the Government reduced petrol
prices from RM2.70/litre to RM2.55/ litre.

The month ended with the Budget 2009 announcement. It was a rakyat-centric budget with several
measures aimed at helping the poor from inflationary threats. Among the salient proposals tabled
were allocation of RM35bn to be expedited from 2009 to 2014 to improve public transportation;
expansion of a new 42km LRT line from Kota Damansara to Cheras; RM6.3bn infrastructure
allocation for East Malaysia; and hike in excise duty for cigarettes by three sen per stick while liquor
and gaming sectors were exempted this time round.

EECCOONNOOMMIICC  RREEVVIIEEWW

US real GDP growth for 2Q08 was revised upward to a stronger annual rate of 3.3% in the 2Q, from +1.9% estimated
previously and +0.9% in the 1Q, helped by surging exports and a smaller decline in inventories. Real export growth was
revised upward to 13.2% in the 2Q, from +9.2% estimated previously and +5.1% in the 1Q. Stronger growth in exports
was underpinned by weaker dollar that makes US exports more competitive and a sustained growth in economies outside
the US also helped. The ability of US to export also means that other parts of the world are growing strongly despite
weaker US economy.

Hence, June exports grew at a stronger pace of 4.0% m-o-m and 21.1% y-o-y. It was the third straight month of picking
up and the strongest growth thus far this year. As growth in exports outpaced that of imports, the US trade deficit
narrowed to US$56.8bn in June, from a deficit of RM59.2bn in May.

Imports, on the other hand, fell more severe than estimated during the quarter. As a result, trade deficit narrowed
significantly. As a whole, stronger exports and the economic stimulus package from tax rebates have prevented the US
economy from stalling even as companies and consumer cut expenditures on the back of a housing slump in the country.
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Nevertheless, the boost from exports is likely to wane for the rest of the year, as growth among some of the US biggest
trading partners slows.

As a result, the Fed Reserve kept the overnight Fed funds rate unchanged at 2%, this marks the second time the Fed left
rates steady following seven consecutive rate cuts since Sep 07. Accompanying the monetary policy statement, the tone
suggested that the Fed was more concerned that downside risks to growth remains amidst the ongoing housing
contraction, tight credit conditions, further softening of the labour market and elevated energy prices and hence more
inclined to keep rates on hold for longer.

Following US lead, the European Central Bank (ECB) and Bank of England (BoE) also decided to keep their key policy
rate unchanged at 4.25% and 5% respectively. This came as no surprise given that inflation is still climbing, while
growth is already slowing down rapidly.

The ISM index for manufacturing activities moderated to 50.0 in July, from 50.2 in June, indicating stagnating
manufacturing activities, due mainly to contractions in inventory.

Likewise, the ISM index for non-manufacturing activity although rebounded to 49.5 in July, from 48.2 in June, is still in
contraction. This suggests that services activities shrank for the second straight month, albeit by a smaller magnitude.

On another sour note, the US unemployment rate surged to 5.7% of total labour force in July, the highest level in more
than four years and from 5.5% in June, as employers continued to cut jobs. As a result, the non-farm payroll fell by
51,000 jobs during the month with services industries recording the first decline in jobs since March. As a whole, non-
farm payroll suffered the seventh straight month of decline, suggesting that the job market remained subdued.

On a positive note, July existing and new home sales rebounded to increase by 3.1% and 2.4% m-o-m respectively. Y-o-
y, existing and new home sales fell by a smaller magnitude, which may signal that the worst of the housing slump might
be over. Evidently, the S&P/Case-Shiller June housing prices narrowed m-o-m for the 4th straight month. As it stand the
supply of existing home sales inched up to 11.2 months whereas supply of new home for sales eased to 10.1 months.

July inflation data sent mixed signals. Inflationary pressures moderated to 0.8% m-o-m in July, from +1.1% in June, due
mainly to a slower increase in gasoline prices and the costs of medication. However, excluding the more volatile food
and energy prices, US core inflation rate held up at 0.3% m-o-m in July, the same rate of increase as in June, indicating
that price pressures remain and has spread beyond food and fuel prices.

Back to the domestic scene, Budget 2009 stole the limelight for August. The government not only tabled another
expansionary budget but will be running on a larger deficit at 4.8% (-34.5bn) for 2008 vis-à-vis 3.6% (-28.5bn) for 2009.
The government has been running on a deficit ever since the 1997 Asian financial crisis. By pump-priming the economy,
GDP growth for 2008 and 2009 is projected to be 5.7% and 5.4% respectively. With the exceptions of agriculture and
mining, the major sectors including services, manufacturing and construction are expected to have lower growth in 2009.

Therefore, BNM decided to keep the OPR unchanged at 3.50% which marks the 19th consecutive time that BNM held
rates steady. The undertone was for greater concerns over downside risks to growth despite having July inflation racing
to 8.5% from 7.7% in June. July inflation incorporated the hike in electricity tariff, but soaring food prices were the main
culprit, surging by 11.2%, implying that the domino effect of fuel increase has begun.

Aligned with the global trends, real 2Q GDP growth moderated to 6.3% y-o-y in the 2Q (+7.1% in 1Q) on account of a
slowdown in domestic demand, attributed to weaker consumer spending and private investment which was dampened by
the fuel prices.

Real export growth, on the other hand, grew at a stronger pace of 9.7% y-o-y in the 2Q, compared with +6.0% in the 1Q.
This was on account of a rebound in the US economy due to its stimulus package and sustained demand from Asian
countries. However, the latest June export data showed that growth moderated to 18.4% y-o-y, from +22.9% in May.
This was the slowest pace of growth in three months, suggesting that exports have turned softer due to a more moderate
growth in global demand.

The slower growth was reflected in the exports of E&E which eased sharply to 6.5% in June (11.1% in May) due largely
to a sharp pullback in semiconductor chip exports. As usual, this was mitigated by a pick-up in the exports of major
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commodity products. Overall, trade surplus narrowed to RM13.0bn in June, but rose by 54.7% y-o-y to RM67.6bn in 1H
2008.

Concurrently, IPI growth slowed to a 10-month low of 2.0% y-o-y in June (2.8% in May) undermined by lower
manufacturing output particularly on the E&E parts.

EEQQUUIITTYY  MMAARRKKEETT  OOUUTTLLOOOOKK  &&  IINNVVEESSTTMMEENNTT  SSTTRRAATTEEGGYY

Going forward, September market will likely be presided by Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim’s second sodomy trial and his
self declared deadline to wrest over power from BN party on Sep 16. Regardless of the outcome after Sep 16, the
political rhetoric will continue to intensify. Both parties will be unwilling to retreat without a fight.

Additionally, the poor results season is an eyebrow raiser with many corporate missing out on expectations. Market EPS
growth has been slashed and the coming results will incorporate three full months of the petrol hike, 18-26% electricity
hike, building material cost escalations and plunge in CPO prices.

Budget 2009 has spelt out few mega projects and commitments to proceed with the development corridors. Concrete
developments are yet to materialise. Questions are also posed on whether the Government still has enough ammo in their
accounts to pump-prime the economy.

On the regional front, September will be the key month to gauge China’s post-Olympics economy, though we do not
think it will have much impact. The deteriorating outlook in Europe and Japan may well see US$ appreciating against
these currencies.

With the summer season ending, we don’t foresee foreign funds coming back given the increase in risk
premium following the heightened political turmoil, imposition of windfall tax on IPPs and possibly on other
concessionaires such as toll companies. Coupled with the recovery of US$, ringgit has turned rather weak. A
weak and weakening currency will drive away foreign investors.

In view of the limited upside potential over the immediate futures, we will continue to stay cautious.

FIXED INCOME REVIEW & OUTLOOK – AUGUST 2008

FFIIXXEEDD  IINNCCOOMMEE  RREEVVIIEEWW

Malaysian government securities were largely range bound for the earlier part of the month as players awaited the
barrage of key events due towards the last week of August (MPC, Budget 2008/2009 and 2Q08 GDP).

Likewise, activities in the corporate bond market continue to be lacklustre as the persistent uncertainty in the power, toll
and water sectors kept buyers and sellers at bay. Thin liquidity coupled with wide bid-ask spreads continue to hamper
trading interest. Genuine buying interest were only limited to the high-grade segment. Along the AAA segment, Rantau
11, Rantau 12 and Putrajaya papers saw active trading.

The primary pipeline calendar continues to be barren, with just a handful of new issuance showing up in the month of
August. One of the issuers coincidentally involved a non-resident issuer, which is a Middle-Eastern financial institution.

FFIIXXEEDD  IINNCCOOMMEE  OOUUTTLLOOOOKK  &&  SSTTRRAATTEEGGYY

Against a more challenging economic and funding environment, we expect the PDS segment to continue to be largely
muted. Despite the government’s implementation of a wider fiscal deficit, possibility of a downgrade in sovereign rating
should be minimal in retrospective that S&P upgraded the credit rating of Malaysia in 2003 despite having higher debt
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burden. However, bond yields may shoot up on concerns of oversupply to reflect the government’s additional funding
requirements.

The ringgit is expected to continue deteriorating as it traded close to RM3.40 towards the end of the month compared to
RM3.2550 in late July. The main driver for the rise in USD/MYR was the downward consolidation in crude oil prices.


